Panel #1: Market Transformation Through Leadership

The first panel at the The 3rd Annual Energy Services Coalition Market Transformation Conference will examine the state of the ESPC market including efforts to speed the move toward deeper public facility retrofits, new mechanisms to transform the private commercial buildings market, and the impacts the industry is having on job creation across the manufacturing supply-chain.

Panelists include Jenny Stentz, VP for Energy Solutions, North America, JCI, and Patrick Hughes, Policy Director, High Performance Buildings & Industrial Energy Efficiency Coalition, National Electrical Manufacturers Association.

Jenny started with Johnson Controls as an engineer and moved into her first management role in 2004. In 2006 took on the challenge of Director of Healthcare Solutions where she led the National Healthcare Business across JCI. In 2013, Jenny joined the North American Direct Leadership Team as the VP and GM of Energy Solutions.

Patrick is the principal lead for the National Electrical Manufacturers Association's strategic initiative on high-performance, energy-efficient, and sustainable buildings.

Don't miss out -- attendance is limited so register today.
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